Group Adventures
at Paws Up®
Established in 2005
Montana, as It Was Meant to Be
GATHER YOUR HERD FOR THE TRIP OF A LIFETIME.

On a 37,000-acre luxury ranch resort, you find all sorts of room to play. From forest-covered foothills and vast grasslands to a winding 10-mile stretch of clear-blue river, it’s an idyllic landscape for group adventures. Choose from a wide variety of signature team-building activities—and the ones listed here are just the highlights. There are more than 70 adventures offered at Paws Up, more than any other resort, ranging from leisurely all the way to heart-thumping. And we’re happy to create new activities just for you. Let us know your goals and we’ll do everything we can to ensure your group makes the most of your time in Montana.
GROUP ACTIVITIES

SHOOTING EXTRAVAGANZA
at the Paws Up Shooting Club

Watch your group members take their best shot at this lively target-focused activity. Your group is divided into teams that can participate in multiple skilled aiming challenges. Activities include clay shooting, .22 shooting, archery and hatchet throwing.

3 Hours: $325 per person
Maximum of 36 guests at a time

MUSTANG DEMO
at the Paws Up Equestrian Center

Experience the rare opportunity to come face-to-face with wild mustangs. Your group will learn the patience, dedication and strategy required to take them from wild to mild. Everyone will also walk away with invaluable lessons on leadership and communication.

1 Hour: $2,500 group rate

CATTLE DRIVE

Novice and advanced riders alike will join with seasoned ranch hands in driving a herd of cattle for the experience of a lifetime. You’ll saddle up your horse and set out to gather the cattle. It’s an unforgettable adventure that will help you discover your inner wrangler.

3 Hours: $415 per person
Maximum of 7 people
GROUP ACTIVITIES

COW CROQUET

Show your mastery of wrangling cattle by taking part in the thrilling and challenging Cow Croquet. Your group will saddle up and divide into teams, then try to guide cows through one of five gates—just as if you were knocking croquet balls through metal hoops in the back yard. The team with the best results and times wins!

2 Hours: $250 per person
Maximum of 5 people

ALBERTON GORGE WHITEWATER RAFTING

Does your group love adventure? We have the ultimate thrill. Cool down with an adrenaline-packed, full day of whitewater rafting at Alberton Gorge, where class 3 and 4 rapids are sure to excite.

8 Hours: $310 per person
Maximum of 10 people

BLACKFOOT RIVER FLOAT

Your group can sit back, relax and enjoy the scenery as skilled guides maneuver them down the Blackfoot River for a relaxing afternoon. Guests can add to the experience by booking one of our two-person inflatable kayaks (aka duckies) that float alongside the rafts.

2–3 hours: $185 per person
GROUP ACTIVITIES

BACKCOUNTRY GARNET GHOST TOWN TOUR

Head off property in a Polaris General vehicle and drive through the Garnet Mountain Range to Garnet Ghost Town, the most pristine and well-preserved ghost town in Montana. Travel back to the early 1900s as you walk the streets, exploring the Kelley Saloon, general store, Wells Hotels and many homes while learning fascinating history from your guide.

2 Hours: $550 per person
Maximum of 16 people
(vehicles seat 1 driver and 3 passengers)

CUSTOM GEOCACHE EXPERIENCE

Explore the Paws Up property and work together to find hidden cache sites. Your group will break into teams and track down the five locations. Each cache houses a unique question featuring traditional Montana trivia or custom group questions to add a layer of fun!

2 Hours: $100 per person

WILDERNESS GAMES at the Paws Up Equestrian Center

This medley of Montana activities is a great social mixer for groups or a friendly competition for those eager to show off. Groups will try their hand at whip cracking, display their lasso skills and hone in their hatchet throwing with the backdrop of the incredible Paws Up Equestrian Center.

2 Hours: $1,000 group rate
FEES LISTED ABOVE DO NOT INCLUDE FOOD AND BEVERAGES (UNLESS MENTIONED IN DESCRIPTION), PRIVATIZATION FEES OR SITE RENTALS. PRICING ON TEAM-BUILDING ACTIVITIES ARE PER PERSON UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

All cancellations of group activities within one week (7 days), including “no shows,” will be charged the full group guarantee and billed to the group account holder. Guests who arrive at an activity and appear to be intoxicated will not be allowed to participate and therefore will be charged.

Privatization fees may be incurred if your group does not meet the maximum occupancy in any given event but would still like the activity to be exclusive to your group. These will be determined with your Conference Services Coordinator if warranted.

The following pricing is based on 2023 rates.
Rates per person are subject to increase reasonably for programs beyond 2023.
Meet up in Montana.

With over 70 adventures all set on an authentic working cattle ranch, the possibilities for your group are truly endless. Simply let us know the pace you’d like to set. Along with our seasoned Paws Up staff, we’ll tailor the getaway of a lifetime for your group. If you have any questions about customization or booking these activities for your group, please don’t hesitate to contact our Conference Services Team at cs@pawsup.com.
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